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What do we mean? ⇒ Bounds of the system
Why robustness? ⇒ Model uncertainty
Our Purpose? ⇒ Minimum & Maximum values of various
performance measures
Which performance measures?
Ï Expected queue length
Ï Probability of a certain length
Ï Turning on the server (probability having 1 given 0)
Ï Averages
Our Queueing System
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Our Queueing System
Our model → Geo/Geo/1/L
Probability of arrival a and probability of departure d
(independent at each time point!)
Discrete Time, Single-server (1) queue with finite capacity (L)
Other assumptions
Ï A departure occurs prior to an arrival
Ï Service obeys the FCFS principle









































State space ⇒X = {0, . . . ,L}
For any function h on X we have E(h)=∑x∈X h(x)P[X = x ]
P[X = 0]= d −a
d − (1−d)LaL+1
(d(1−a))L
P[X = l]= (1−d)
l−1al
(d(1−a))l P[X = 0]
Expectations (Notation)
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p(x2|x1,a,d) · · ·
∑
xn∈X
f (x1, . . . ,xn)p(xn|xn−1,a,d)
Expectations
Let f be a function on X n :=X ×·· ·×X︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
then,




















p(x2|x1,a,d) · · ·
∑
xn∈X
f (x1, . . . ,xn)p(xn|xn−1,a,d)
which is the Law of Iterated Expectation (LIE)
E1:n(f )=E (f )=E(E(. . .E(f |X1:n−1) . . . |X1)|ä)
with ä being the initial state
Expectations








E (f )=E(E(. . .E(f |Xn−1) . . . |X1)|ä)
For probabilities we use indicator functions
i.e. IA assigns 1 when A happens else 0






































































































































































































Uncertainty in the parameters of the model
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Uncertainty in the parameters of the model











Combining with our notation ⇒ En, En & E1:n, E1:n
Geo/Geo/1/L ⇒ interval probabilities a→ [a,a] & d→ [d ,d ]




p(xi+1|x1:i ,ax1:i ,dx1:i ) with ax1:i ∈ [a,a], dx1:i ∈ [d ,d ] (p1:n,A,D)
Two approaches to deal with uncertainty
1st Approach
Related to typical sensitivity analysis
Tree corresponding to lower (or upper) expectation consists of
time-homogeneous/stationary probabilities of arrival and
departure
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Ep1:n,a,d (f ) : a ∈ [a,a],d ∈ [d ,d ]
}
We are mainly interested in n→∞
Calculations under the 1st Approach







h(x)P[Xn = x ] : a ∈ [a,a],d ∈ [d ,d ]
}
(1)




P[X = l]= (1−d)
l−1al
(d(1−a))l P[X = 0] (3)
We solve (1), where the parameters of (2) and (3) vary in [a,a]
and [d ,d ]
Calculations under the 1st Approach
For functions on X n which represent averages of a function h
on X ⇒ the lower expectation in the limit approaches the value
of (1)
For general f on X n it is difficult to formulate and solve a similar
to (1) optimization problem
We approximate lower and upper expectations by
Ï choosing a number of probabilities from [a,a] and [d ,d ]
Ï and calculating for all combinations using LIE in backwards
recursion in combination with formulas (2) and (3)
2nd Approach
We drop stationarity
The tree corresponding to lower (or upper) expectation can
have any probability of arrival and departure, from the
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Ep1:n,A,D(f ) : (∀i ≤ n)(∀x1:i ∈X i)ax1:i ∈ [a,a],dx1:i ∈ [d ,d ]
}
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What is important...
Ï for any n (approaching or not infinity)
Ï for any function (on X or X n)
we can always use LIE for calculating efficiently lower and
upper expectations
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What is important...
Ï for any n (approaching or not infinity)
Ï for any function (on X or X n)
we can always use LIE for calculating efficiently lower and
upper expectations
Proposition
For any real-valued function f on X n, with n ∈N0
Eei1:n(f )=E1(E2(. . .En(f |X1:n−1) . . . |X1)|ä)
Ï Linear complexity in the number of steps n
Ï In each iteration we can calculate conditional expectations
by using only the extreme points (a,a,d ,d)
2nd Approach vs 1st Approach
Comparing to the 1st approach...
Lemma
For any real-valued map f on X n, with n ∈N0, and any x1:i ∈X i
with i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, it holds that





The second approach is associated with all the possible
probability trees, whereas the first one only with the stationary
ones

























For functions on X we have convergence
independent of the initial model
Functions on X n convergence to a value affected
by the initial model
2nd Approach
The same convergence properties hold, but for the
bounds
Our setting
Ï queue length = 7
Ï arrival ∈ [0.5,0.6]
Ï departure ∈ [0.7,0.8]
Expected (Average) Queue Length
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Lower and upper expected average queue length
Expected (Average) Queue Length
Both approaches lead to the same corresponding tree
Ï For lower expected (average) queue length largest
departure rate, lowest arrival rate
Ï For upper expected (average) queue length lowest
departure rate, largest arrival rate
Due to the monotonicity of the function
(Average) Probability of queue length
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Lower and upper probability of queue length 1
Average Probability of queue length 1
































Lower and upper average probability of queue length 1
(Average) Probability of queue length 1





















Upper (average) probability of queue length 1
A useful theorem
Theorem
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Lower and upper average probability of turning on the server
Turning on the server


























Lower and upper (average) probability of turning on the server
Conclusions & Future work
The 2nd approach provides wider bounds
When we are uncertain about the model, an average might not
represent the actual situation
Formulas for calculating lower and upper probabilities under the
second approach
Compare the approaches with the state dependent model
Thank you for your attention!!!
